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Introduction
With the increasing adoption of electronic medical/health records and the rising use of
electronic data capture tools in clinical research, large electronic repositories of personal
health information (PHI) are being built up. At the same time, large medical data
breaches are becoming common. Data breaches may be caused by errors committed by
insiders at the data custodian sites, or by malicious insiders. Data breaches can also be
caused by outsiders breaking into the data repositories. These data breaches represent
legal and financial liabilities for the data custodians, and erode public trust in the ability
of data custodians to manage their PHI.
An area that has grown in importance to manage the risks from breaches is data leak
prevention (DLP). DLP technologies monitor communications or networks to detect PHI
leaks. When a leak is detected the affected individual or organization is notified, at which
point they can take remedial action. DLP can prevent a PHI leak or detect it after it
happens. For example, if DLP is deployed to monitor email then a PHI alert can be
generated before the email is sent. If DLP is used to monitor PHI leaks on the Internet
(e.g., on peer-to-peer file sharing networks or on web sites), then the alerts pertain to
leaks that have already occurred, at which point the affected individual or data custodian
can attempt to contain the damage and stop further leaks.
Computational AI is a key enabling technology for next-generation DLP technologies.
This workshop aims to bring together researchers working on computational tools for
DLP.
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Panel: The Reality of DLP for Health Care Providers
The Panelists
Khaled El Emam is an Associate Professor at the University of Ottawa, Faculty of
Medicine and the School of Information Technology and Engineering, a senior
investigator at the Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario Research Institute, and a
Canada Research Chair in Electronic Health Information at the University of Ottawa.
His main area of research is developing techniques for health data anonymization.
Previously Khaled was a Senior Research Officer at the National Research Council
of Canada, and prior to that he was head of the Quantitative Methods Group at the
Fraunhofer Institute in Kaiserslautern, Germany. He has (co)-founded two companies
to commercialize the results of his research work. In 2003 and 2004, he was ranked
as the top systems and software engineering scholar worldwide by the Journal of
Systems and Software based on his research on measurement and quality evaluation
and improvement, and ranked second in 2002 and 2005. He holds a Ph.D. from the
Department of Electrical and Electronics, King's College, at the University of
London (UK). His lab’s web site is: http://www.ehealthinformation.ca/.
Anne Lavigne is the Privacy Officer at The Ottawa Hospital (TOH) and at the
Institute for Clinical Evaluative Science (ICES)@uOttawa . She is an experienced
hospital administrator, who has worked in the health care field for over 12 years.
Anne obtained her CIPP/C certification, the first national data protection
certification, and is completing her Information Access and Protection of Privacy
certificate from the University of Alberta. In 2004, in order to comply with the
Personal Health Information Protection Act, TOH introduced a new Privacy
Program. Anne played a pivotal role in the development and implementation of the
program at TOH.
Today, Anne is responsible for TOH and ICES@uOttawa's privacy strategies and
ensuring compliancy with the Act. Anne also plays an active role in regional privacy
initiatives. TOH’s Privacy Program was recognized by the Health Care Public
Relations Association, Canada’s professional association for healthcare
communicators when they honored TOH’s Privacy Video with the Excellence in
Health Care Communications award.
Tyson Roffey is currently the Chief Information and Privacy Officer at CHEO
(Children’s Hospital of Eastern Ontario). Prior to joining CHEO in October 2007,
Tyson was the Senior Director Business Development, Bell Centre for Healthcare
Innovation. Among his most recent accomplishments, Tyson has led the strategy,
business development and solution architect teams in the creation of a new IS
solution for a national service provider supporting health care clients. Tyson’s
leadership skills and strong track record in innovation, development of IS solutions,
and business transformations will prove indispensable to CHEO.
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A Systematic Approach to PHI Leak Prevention in
Continuous Health Care Data Integration
Jun Hu, Liam Peyton, Khaled El Emam
SITE, University of Ottawa, Canada
{jhu045,lpeyton,kelemam}@uottawa.ca

Abstract. With widespread use of the Internet, knowledge discovery that
integrates data across all sources in a health care network on a continuous basis
would be useful for disease surveillance and performance management.
However, the potential for Personal Health Information leaks is a serious
concern, both for ethical reasons and because privacy legislation controls the
use of personal health information. This paper presents a systematic approach to
preventing leakage of Personal Health Information based on de-identification in
order to support continuous health care data integration. Two types of data
integration, aggregation and record linking, are considered with two different
types of de-identification, anonymization and federated pseudonyms.
Keywords: Personal health information (PHI), PHI leak prevention, data
integration, de-identification, anonymization, federated pseudonym.

1 Introduction
Knowledge discovery that integrates data across all sources in health care network on
a continuous basis is useful for disease surveillance and performance management.
Privacy legislation [1, 2] controls the use of personal information, and especially
personal health information (PHI). PHI leaks are becoming a major security issue
when sharing and integrating health care data. An effective approach to reducing PHI
leaks is de-identification in which personal identifying information is separated from
health information. There are a wide variety of techniques and protocols that can be
employed to de-identify data in order to allow knowledge discovery, depending on the
requirements of the situation, the level of trust among stakeholders, and the potential
risk of re-identification [6]. Federated identity management [10, 16], access control
[9], encryption [11], and intelligent monitoring [15] are all relevant to preventing PHI
leaks by de-identification in a manner that enables data integration to support
knowledge discovery.
However, for most health care data custodians, it is complex and challenging to
balance the benefits of knowledge discovery against the risks of PHI leaks, especially
if knowledge discovery requires data sharing with other organizations across a
network. A systematic approach is needed for PHI leak prevention in the context of
continuous health care data integration that addresses methodology, architecture, and
identity management as well as detailed protocols. In previous work [7], we proposed
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both a systematic methodology and an Internet data integration architecture for
privacy-protected knowledge discovery in a B2B network by revising and extending
the CRISP-DM [4] standardized methodology for knowledge discovery.
In this paper, we further refine the approach by identifying two different types of
data integration, aggregation versus record linking, and matching them with two
different types of de-identification, anonymization techniques [12, 13, 14], and
federated pseudonyms [3]. We define the key criteria or concerns that our approach
addresses in preventing PHI leaks while supporting continuous data integration. For
each type of data integration, we use a case study to illustrate how to address them
based on our approach with the appropriate techniques and protocols.

2 Criteria for Privacy-Enhanced Data Integration
In this section, we will identify a set of criteria or concerns that must be considered if
we are going to have a common approach to prevent PHI leaks in supporting
continuous data integration. The criteria will be relevant to both types of data
integration (aggregation versus record linking). Examples of both types are shown in
Fig. 1. One involves disease surveillance (e.g. H1N1) by aggregating case counts,
and the other involves detecting prescription adverse events through linkage of patient
records

Fig. 1 Aggregated vs. Record Linked Data Integration

In disease surveillance, data about H1N1 patients is aggregated across health care
providers and local health authorities by a national service in order to track the
progress and severity of the outbreak across different geographical regions. The
issues faced here involve not just the privacy of the patient, but also protecting the
privacy and reputation of health care providers who might otherwise be unwilling to
share the data. Because we are only interested in aggregated totals there is no need to
link patient records across different health care providers.
In adverse event tracking, however, we are trying to find evidence of prescription
drug adverse events by correlating and linking patient specific information across
pharmacies, hospitals and doctor clinics. The issues faced here are not just privacy of
the patient, but also linking patient identity while preserving privacy.
Table 1 shows the aspects and specific criteria that need to be addressed in a
systematic approach to eliminating PHI leaks while still supporting continuous
integration of health care data for knowledge discovery. The two basic aspects of the
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approach that must be addressed is to support data integration while ensuring data is
protected. For example, the national integration service should be able to calculate
and report the H1N1 counts in different strata from the data submitted by healthcare
providers across Canada, but neither it nor the local health authorities know how
many patients in a particular provider. And the system should ensure that the data is
submitted from a real healthcare provider but not a fake provider; and ensure that the
data is correct and not modified
More specifically, the approach must provide guidance in how to link data records
based on patient identity while still protecting both the privacy of the patient and the
privacy of the health care data provider so that data can be shared confidentially
within in a health care B2B network. For example, the data integration service should
allow researchers to conduct correlation analysis based on a composite view of a
single patient whose data is located in multiple data providers; but neither researchers
nor data providers know who the patient is
Table 1 Criteria for privacy-enhanced continuous data integration to prevent PHI leaks

3 A Systematic Approach to PHI Leak Prevention
There is no one protocol, algorithm or technique that a network of health care data
providers can embrace to ensure PHI leak prevention is managed and balanced
appropriately against the needs of knowledge discovery. There are competing
interests between the two objectives that must be balanced on a case by case basis
with proper consideration given to the objectives of organizations, patients and
legislators. However a systematic approach can be taken to designing and selecting
appropriate protocols and techniques within the context of a general methodology and
architecture. As shown in Fig. 2, our approach is grounded first in a methodology and
general architecture [7] that must be agreed to and followed by all members of the
health care network. Within that context, we can distinguish two types of approaches
to identity management that will guide the selection of appropriate techniques and
protocols. The approaches in the right side of the diagram based on anonymization
are generally good for aggregation (see Fig.1 (a)), while those in the left hand side
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based on federated pseudonyms which are generally good for record linkage (see
Fig.1(b)). Both approaches have a similar architecture and follow the same
methodology, but each takes a different approach to identity management and
consequently requires a different data integration protocol.

Fig. 2 A Systematic Approach to PHI Leak Prevention

3.1 PHI Leak Prevention by Anonymization Techniques for Aggregation
In anonymized data integration, there are many anonymization techniques, which can
be classified into three categories: data reduction, data perturbation and encryption.
The commonly used protocols include data aggregation, k-anonymity [17],
anonymized data linking [13], and secure multiparty computation [14]. To facilitate
H1N1 surveillance in Fig. 1(a), we designed a k-key holder aggregation protocol to
obtain counts as shown in Fig. 3. The k-key holder aggregation protocol adopts the
threshold Paillier cryptosystem [11, 12]. Each data provider submits encrypted counts
to the aggregator, who sums up the encrypted count by group of at least n providers,
and then sends the resulting counts to all k key holders. Each key holder decrypts the
aggregated encrypted counts and sends this partial encryption to the data integration
service that combines all partial encryptions and obtains the real aggregated count.

Fig. 3 K-key holder aggregation protocol for N1H1 surveillance
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A prototype system has been implemented using two aggregators and three key
holders. Encryption keys of size 215-bit, and (2, 3)-threshold version of Paillier
algorithms [11, 12, 14] were used. A simulation of 3000 data providers and 200
regions showed that the calculation time in aggregators, key holders and data
integration service and the number of data providers and regions were linear. The
performance was reasonable and the protocol was scalable.
This approach addresses all the criteria from Table 1 (except identity-based linkage
which is not required). In particular, aggregators do not know totals for each provider
(important for criteria 4) and k-key holders reduce the risk of collusion (criteria 5).

3.4 PHI Leak Prevention by Pseudonyms for Record Linking
With federated pseudonyms, one can link events across sessions to a pseudonym
identity created for each organization, without knowing the actual identity of the
patient. To implement this for a specific health care network, one would create a
Master Patient Index maintained by an identity provider. The identity provider
manages and protects the identity of patients separate from their health care data.
Each health care data provider has their own pseudonym for a patient in order to
manage their health care records, but data providers are not able to link records
between themselves, since each has a different pseudonym for the patient given to
them by the identity provider.
In Fig. 4, data can be securely linked between data providers through the mediation
of the identity provider and an additional separate data integration service. The data
integration service, through its interaction with the identity provider requests the data
sets it desires from each data provider. The datasets are returned in two pieces. The
pseudonym attributes for each row are returned by the identity provider which
transforms them into pseudonyms meaningful to the data integration service using the
Master Patient Index (MPI). The remaining attributes are sent to the data integration
service by each data provider.

Fig. 4 Pseudonymous Data Integration in a Liberty Alliance Circle of Trust
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This case study has been described in detail in a previous paper [8]. This approach
addresses all criteria from Table 1, especially the need for identity linkage. A key
component is the Dataset Registry that registers datasets used and created by the
integration service, including related business agreements and access controls, as well
as their status as they are created according to our methodology [7]. It maintains an
audit trail [5] monitoring all access requests. Both integration services in Fig. 3 and
Fig. 4 can be supported by a Dataset Registry.
Another key aspect of both approaches is the introduction of third party
components and organizations in a network architecture that take responsibility for
a) identity management and linking separate from data providers so that
health care data is de-identified
b) data integration and publishing separate from the data providers who
provide the source data

4 Conclusion
PHI leaks pose a significant and increasing problem for organizations, especially in
B2B healthcare networks where one wants to balance the need for optimal privacy
protection with the opportunity for knowledge discovery. A systematic approach to
preventing PHI leaks should be based on defining appropriate architectural patterns or
frameworks that separate and manage identity information from health information.
Depending on the requirements and chosen identity management, different protocols
and techniques can be bundled with the architecture to provide different types and
levels of protection.
Our approach provides a mechanism for organizations to systematically address the
major criteria and concerns based on a common methodology and architecture. We
have shown how two very different types of data integration can be done securely
within a health care B2B network based on a this common methodology and
architecture where organizationally identity management, linking and protection is
handled by a third party separate from the source data providers and where data
integration and publishing is also handled by a different third party separate from the
source data providers.
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A Brief History of Inadvertent Sharing on P2P Networks:
Causes, Current Solutions and Future Directions
Nathan Good

828 San Pablo Ave Suite 120D, Albany CA 94706
nathan@goodresearch.com

Abstract. This paper discusses a brief history of inadvertently shared sensitive
personal information on P2P networks a nd the measures taken to correct these
issues and protect consum ers. Des pite thes e m easures, r apid ch anges in
technology and the challeng es of desi gning for complex consumer behaviors
are discussed as possibilities for the cont inued existence of pr ivate information
on these networ ks. Inadverten t sharing on P2P networks reveals larger issues
regarding th e design of secure and pr ivate networked s ystems for consumers
sharing and storing their personal information on networked devices. This paper
proposes addressing the larger issue of usable security and privacy through
focusing on us ability con cerns and a d eep understanding o f consumer’s
behavior to better target technological solutions and policy goals.
Keywords: P2P, inadver tent sharing, usabi lity, se curity, priva cy, pe rsonal
information
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Introduction

Inadvertent sharing of personal files over P2P networks continues to be of interest to
policy and technical communities, both because of the types of personal information
available on t he net work[1,4,5,6,7,8,10,12] and ho w acc essible i t i s for any one t o
access this se nsitive information with si mple keyword searc hes a nd without a ny
specialized expertise. Inadvertent s haring has received attention from regulatory
agencies as well[6], and is the subject of a bill currently proposed in the United States
[13].
As discussed i n pr evious work[4,7,9], t he reason fo r pr ivate f iles b eing ex posed
inadvertently i s larg ely due t o a co mbination of human f actors an d issu es ar ising
from user inte rface design. For exam ple, a user who is looking for vi deo files m ay
assume i ncorrectly t hat onl y vi deo fi les on hi s net work c an be sha red. Also, a u ser
may not understand that when a folder is added to be shared with a P2P network, all
folders contained in that folder are shared as well.
Early w ork [ 4] unc overed d esign i ssues t hat co ntributed t o i nadvertent sha ring,
such as usi ng wizards to a utomatically add files, recursively adding folders a nd by
default sharing all file typ es. Some of these suggestions have been incorporated into
industry best practices[3] an d adop ted by so me o f th e lar ger, m ore popular P2 P
clients. Ad ditionally, ag gressive t echnical measures ha ve been t aken b y ISPs, AV
firms, an d o thers to limit th e nu mber of c lients (qu arantine, site-b locking, filtering,
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etc) and bandwidth they have available, as well as track information shared over their
networks. In addition to these measures, many companies prevent users with sensitive
information on their computers from installing these applications, or have policies in
place that prohibit their installation.
Despite these measures, reports still co me in about sensitive personal information
accessible on these networks[1,4,5,6,8,10,12]. Als o, despite this wides pread interes t
and know ledge of th e typ es of sen sitive inform ation sh ared on th ese networks, t his
paper argues that more could be done to understand the specifics of why this sensitive
information still p ersists. Un derstanding th ese factors is i mportant to realistical ly
address c urrent P2P i ssues. Lessons l earned f rom P2P ca n be a pplied t o design t he
many kinds of systems in the near future that consumers will u se to store and share
sensitive information with others (for example health records).

1.1 Brief history of P2P and inadvertent sharing
One of the earliest consum er P2P applica tion was Scour Media Agent. Scour was a
program that “scoure d” the internet f or co mputers wi th open window shares ( SMB
shares) and indexed files on those shares to share wi th others. Scour, unlike Napster,
indexed image and video files as well as music and indexed all shares it could find on
the web, an d not just the shares of its u sers. Scour was pe rhaps the first example of
inadvertent file sh aring on P2P. However, in this case it was t he UI and defaults for
Microsoft Windows SMB sh aring t hat caus ed co nfusion a mong use rs, which Sc our
used to populate its index.
Future P2P products, such as Napster, continued to focus mainly on music or mp3
files, sometimes including wav or mid i formats as well. It was n ot until KaZaA th at
any t ype of fi le was avai lable over P 2P networks. KaZa A de veloped a new m ore
robust arc hitecture incl uding “super peers”, and als o cre ated a popula r client that
allowed sharing of any file type over the network.
As P2P moved away from a specific file type to a more general file types, the risk
of sh aring of personal in formation g rew. Not su rprisingly, it was th e first clien t t o
allow sharing of any file type that was perhaps the first to have inadvertent sharing of
personal in formation. Good et al[7 ] rep orted on ho w usability flaws i n th e KaZaA
application could lead to end users sharing their personal information, including their
whole hard drive, without being aware of what they were shari ng. When the concept
of any file type was added, the users “mental models” broke down and without the aid
of the UI or a thorough understanding of their file system there was a possib ility that
they would inadvertently share personal files.
Subsequent pr otocols including G nutella and Bit Torrent, resul ted i n many
different popular clients, including Lim ewire, uTorre nt, with diffe rent interfaces.
BitTorrent was un like previous P2 P file sharing pro grams in th at it requ ired th e
creation of a metafile fo r the file to b e sh ared, an d th en th is meta file n eeded to b e
posted for others to see. Be cause of thes e step s, it was less lik ely to b e pron e to
inadvertently sharing personal information than other protocols.
Gnutella remained a traditional P2P protocol, and the most popular Gnutella client
was Li mewire. Lim ewire al lowed u sers t o share any ki nd of file over its net work.
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Consequently, sim ilar i ssues wi th pri vate i nformation bei ng s hared ar ose o n
LimeWire as well. As t he popularity o f previous clients su ch as KaZaA faded,
Limewire b ecame th e larg est P2 P clien t, and the m ost targeted for issues o f
inadvertent file sharing.

2

Current Issues

2.1

Addressing Inadvertent Sharing

Since the initial discussion of in advertent file sharing, there has been a larg e amount
of activ ity o n th e p olicy an d techno logy sid e to add ress co ncerns with priv ate
information o n P 2P networks. In t he U nited St ates, t here has bee n t hree
congressional hearings on i nadvertent file shari ng and a w orkshop by t he Fe deral
Trade Commision, in addition to p ending legislation [13]. The US FTC has reported
on business use of P2P applications and risks of inadvertent sharing and many popular
anti-spyware a nd a nti-virus programs wi ll bl ock a nd quarantine P 2P programs as
well.
Industry gr oups such as the DC IA have be en the creating best pract ices[3] that
require their members, including programs such as LimeWire, to take steps in the way
they desi gn their user inte rfaces to prevent ina dvertent shari ng in order to be
compliant.
On the user interface side, some of the more popular companies have changed their
user inte rface to not allow shari ng of popular doc uments by defa ult, and incl uded
warnings and require exp licit actio ns in o rder for u sers to sh are sp ecific files. Th e
latest v ersion o f Lim eWire fo r ex ample h as sign ificantly rev amped th eir user
interface. It prevents de fault sharing of se nsitive file types, separates the downl oad
from the shared folders, and now requires confirmation and affirmative actions on the
part of t he u ser i n order t o recursively a dd n ew f iles or folders to b e shared. Files
described as sen sitive file typ es m ust b e sh ared exp licitly after ch ecking sev eral
boxes, and users can readily see what is being shared from one screen.
Technology changes rapidly, however, and with that the landscape of popular P2P
clients has ev olved as wel l. Fo rmally do minant pl ayers as s uch as KaZaA a nd
Morpheous have given way to Limewire, Frostwire and others.
Finally there has been a sh ift in file sh aring protocols to BitTorrent which require
explicit step s to create to rrent files and redu ce th e lik elihood of sharing files
inadvertently. In addition, files are rep eatedly being hosted on one click hosters such
as megaupload, where users explicitly upload content to be shared.

2.2

Why is inadvertent sharing still a problem?

Despite the attention it has received, as well as the security mechanisms put in
place to prevent and trac k inadvertent files, Recent literature sugge sts that a variety
of private i nformation exi sts o n P 2P networks [ 4,8,9]. While preci se reas ons f or
inadvertent file sharing are questions for further research, there are several factors that
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could contribute to the continued prevalence of p rivate documents persisting on P2P
networks. These are discussed below in terms of user behavior, technology trends.
2.2.1 Factors with user behavior
Changes in popular clients and UIs

One estim ate is that there are over 250 existing P2 P pr ograms t oday[5]. As t he
types of clients change, so do the user interfaces desi gned for them. The user
interfaces for new or upcoming clients m ay or may not choose to use best practices
that will lik ely reduce a users ability to inadvertently share files. For ex ample, a n ew
program n eeds to d ecide if it will req uire t hat sen sitive fi le typ es are n ot sh ared by
default.
Multiple users per machine.

Many anecdotes around inad vertent sharing of personal information mention cases
where a com puter is used by more than one user. Users sha re acc ounts and share
logins, and consequently may end up sharing personal information. In many cases, the
software assumes that the user who has configured the application is the one using it.
One challenge is to design the software so that even a user who is not familiar with it
can readily identify it is running, what is being shared and how to turn it off.
Blurring of the line between home and work

People s hare computers a nd files betwee n work an d ho me in order to get th eir
work done . This makes it ea sy for t hem to accom plish their goals , and encryption,
access controls and ot her technologies are still not easy or comm on enough for end
users to use efficiently and seamlessly in their daily work.
Increase in personal digital libraries and sensitive digital information

People are k eeping m ore person al and sen sitive in formation in d igital fo rm, are
unable to keep track of it, and consequently organize or delete it.
Convenience vs Security

Free too ls av ailable o nline are often of h igher quality and m uch easier to u se th an
proprietary tools d esigned to protect security. For e xample, many users find it easier
to sen d a c opy of d ocument through gm ail in o rder t o vi ew i t o n a nother com puter
rather than attempt to transfer it th rough the network. Consequently, many copies of
documents exist in different places, and are vulnerable.

3

Future Work & Conclusions

It may b e th e case th at u sers are much more willin g to sh are now th an th ey were
previously, and th is op ens the m u p add itional th reats. As th e po pularity o f websites
such as 23andMe.com and PatientslikeMe. com dem onstrated, users want t o sha re
personal, even sensitive information with pseudo-strangers. Additionally, they want to
share work with others, they want to share photos, they want to share other items. As
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their personal lives become more digital, they will n aturally want to store and share
these intimate materials with others, and this opens them up to potential risks.
Current issues with P2P and inadvertent sharing highlight the challenges of providing
the righ t po licies, tech nologies an d designs to allo w sh aring of in formation wh ile
providing users o ptimal control over their experience. In a ll cases there are po tential
areas for abuse . For e xample, a user interfa ce that actively deceives users and shares
sensitive information should not be allowed, however policies that micromanage users
interactions also lead to workarounds that can be insecure.
Future st udies th at co mbine p ercentages of expo sed files with clien t t ypes and
changes in the user interface can help determine what areas need the most attention.

4
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Abstract. We look at stu dies of Personal Health Information (PHI) leaked through unstructured texts on the Web. We survey
the publis hed wor k and systems used to detect thos e leakages . We s how that som e st udies concentrate on analysis of
personally identifi able information, wher eas other studies foc us o n heal th inf ormation. As a result o f suc h separation, PHI
disclosure on the Internet is not studied to a full extent. For future work, we propose a method which can detect PHI leakages
in unstructured text. PHI, usually shared on co nditions of co nfidentiality, protection an d trust, should not be disclosed to unrelated third parties or the general public.

1 Medical Postings on the Internet

Medical and h ealth information is exte nsively present on th e Internet, in bot h the tr aditional m edia, e.g ., o nline
magazines, and the us er-generated W eb content, e.g., blogs . On line medical journals, wiki s, blogs and podcasts are
considered being effective educational tools, information recourses for health professionals and a means for raising the
awareness of the general public in many different health/medical domains.1 [1,2,3,4,5,6]. Medical blogs, whose authors
post entries over time, h ad become a new conn ection between health professionals and th e public, although there is no
precise statistics about th e number of thes e blogs in connection with health care and medical do main [7]. At the same
time, some blogs become potentially “h azardous” because of privacy breaches.[8] There ar e health care professio nals
who share private beliefs in pub lic areas and take the risk of revealing confidential patient information such as reporting
personal experiences, clin ical interactions, etc. [ 9,10,11,12,13,14,15]. The cited studies show th at, although medical
blogs seem to b e a p roper forum to share experience and knowledge, they can accurately identify some priv ate aspects
trusted by patients to physicians and nurses.
Significant volumes of personally identifiable information (PII) [16,17] and personal health information (PHI) [18] have
been found on the Web. In some cases, social w orkers, doctors, government agencies leaked health information which
was disclosed solemnly to th em: PHI has leaked from a Canadian provin cial government agency through a publicl y
available website [19] and from health care providers, through documents sent by employees and medical students [20],
including notes on treatments and medications taken through the Internet [21].
In this study, we survey work which focuses on the problems posed by PHI leakages on the Web. When information is
available, we discuss the appl ied systems and their core elements. IN Future Work, we propose an approach which can
be used to detect PHI in free-form, unstructured text.

2 Personal Health Information

Personal health information (PHI) refers to di seases, s ymptoms, treatm ents and oth er h ealth-specific d etails of a n
individual combined with th e information which can identify the individual, e.g . person name or date of bir th.[22] We
divide the pers onal health inf ormation into personally identifiable information, which includ es Person names,
Locations, Addresses, URLs, age-defin ing Dates (e.g. Serge, London, Osaka Jasmine, 401 Smyth Rd., Empire State
Build., (was born) 02 May 2008, 05/14/07), and health information, which includes Disease names, Symptoms, Drug
names, He alth care provide rs, te sts a nd re sults (e .g. Pneumonia, Tenosynovitis/ calcium deficiency, labile blood
pressure/ Aspirin, Fosamax/ CHEO, Dr. Joe Doe/ RBC, WBC).
PHI leaks may harm unsuspecting individu als, even if those l eaks are in advertent. F or ins tance, b ig ph armaceutical
companies can be pressuring patients to take expensive drugs that aren't needed, medical malpractice insurance prices
have been steeply increased [ 23,24,25,26,27,28,29,30]. Internet privacy breaches magnify the potential harm because
1

A wiki is a website that allows the easy cre ation and editing of any number of interlinked web pages via a web browser using a simplified
markup language o r a WYSIWYG text editor . A po dcast is a ser ies of digital media f iles ( either audio or video) that ar e r eleased
episodically and o ften downloaded through web sy ndication. Blogs are articles, diaries , ecce, etc. posted on the Web; their edi ting, style
and language closely resemble those of traditional journal publications.
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of the numbers of people involved. A simple act of using a search engine to look for information on a medical condition
is much less private than one might imagine. Each piece of P HI potentially can be used/ abused at least by insurance or
recruiting companies. [31]
So far, there is a lack of an alysis of texts which host bot h PII a nd health inform ation, although s uch texts are pr imary
candidates for PHI leakages . Another unde rstudied question is whether PHI is self-disclosed or published b y a
presumably trus ted confid ant (either an individu al or a com pany). F or exam ple, a dedic ated web s ite “ YourPrivacy”
separately considers PII in web posts, whereas health is viewed within doctor-patient communication. In the case of PHI
disclosure by a trusted party, i.e. a confidentiality breach, a person might not be aware about her PHI leaking before the
disclosed information becomes harmful.

3 Studies of Personally Identifiable Information on the Web

Previously, studies analyzed information disseminated by health care professionals-doctor blogs [32] and self-disclosed
personal information in relation s to s tigmatized health conditio ns (in medical information sear ch) [33,34] . However,
those studies d id not an alyze large volumes of texts. Thus, the pub lished results may not h ave sufficient generalization
power or del iver the pr evalence es timates of the le akage [ 35,36]. F or this s urvey, we perform ed a n exhaus tive we b
search on the topic ‘personal information leakages over/through the Web’, which included ‘personal health information’
as a sub-categor y. We hav e fou nd seve ral publ ications rela ted t o personall y id entifiable inform ation in unstru ctured
(Web) text, but no statistics abo ut the PHI leak ages were found. Th e absen ce o f published r esults is consider ed as a
highly indicative sign that the PHI leakage on the Web is an understudied issue.
We differentiate the found articl es into work reporting on persona lly identifiable information in general, i.e. other than
medical, domains versus research specifically related to the medical domain. The next part of this paper surveys work in
general domains.
A survey was conducted at the Joint-Research Center of the European Commission for automating event extraction from
news articles [ 37]. The ar ticles w ere collected th rough the Inter net with th e Europe Media Mo nitor s ystem. Then,
Natural Language Processing (NLP) 2 and clustering techniques have been applied to the 30,000 daily news reports. The
goal was to iden tify clusters of sim ilar news items in order to e xtract the m ajor news items each da y. The s ystem first
identified the major news articles in each of 13 l anguages and then located events geopolitically, including the r ecord
entities involved. Examples include articles per day for South East Asian countries following the 2004 Tsunami, articles
related to th e Ir anian Presid ent: Mahmoud Ah madinejad in m ore than 17 diff erent spellings and languag es; London
Bombers Network which could be inv estigated through th eir n ews reports or through their oth er relationships; and
Automatic VIP identification ass ociated with Pakistan and d istinguishing the r ecent earthquake as the top news. The
obtained results showed that tho se extractions could be used for national comparisons and to derive name v ariants. In
[38], the authors’ motivation for automated event tracking was to provide quantitative objective incident data which has
a broad cov erage of terrorist in cidents and violent conflicts around the world, i.e. terror ist attack indicators for Iraq,
India, Israel and Indonesia in August 2003. They used those quantitative data to form the basis for further populating the
incident datab ases. Th e databas es were us ed b y s ystems perfo rming anal ysis and ris k as sessment of the terrorist
incidents and violent conf licts trend. The system task can be considered as “event extraction”. Event extraction systems
normally extract data from text to answ er some questions like: Who did what to whom, when, where and with what
consequences? Any related answer could be regarded as an ev ent and th e s ystem should identif y as man y “facts” as
possible from the collection of news articles describing each event.
A body of work compares infor mation revealed by members of social networking sites Facebook 3 and MySpace4, along
with self-disclosed personal information [39]. Although members of both sites reported some similar privacy concerns in
the willingness to share their personal information through the development of new relationships, the study suggests that
Facebook members expressed great er trust in both the web site and its m embers, and were m ore willing to share their
identifiable information. We note that these results were manually obtained, thus, may reflect a human bias. In [40], the
authors consider relations between the privacy issues and possible victimization of some youth in web-based networking
environments (e.g., MySpace). The main expressed concern is that the “possibility of sexual predators and pedophiles
finding and then assaulting adolescents who carelessly or unw ittingly reveal identifiable information on their personal
profile pages” (ibid). They reported that the final publicly accessible youth samples consisted of 1475 profiles that were
manually an alyzed b y their r esearch as sistants. Quantit ative res ults, obta ined o n random ly s ampled M ySpace p rofile
2

NLP is an advanced form of Artificial Intelligence science and technology. NLP deals with unstructured, free-form texts written in
language used by humans.
3

http://www.facebook.com/

4

http://www.myspace.com/
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pages, show types of personally identifiable information publicly posted by youth. The results are revealing: 8.8% of the
users posted their full name, 57% included a picture, 27.8% listed their school, and 0.3% prov ided their telep hone
number. Based on the gathered evidence, the authors discussed some implications for Internet safety among adolescents.
According to them, negative consequences include: cyberbullying, cyberstalking, alcohol and drug abuse, h ate crimes,
planned or ex ecuted bom bings, planned school shootings, suic ide, and ev en m urder. In add ition, the bigg est p ublic
concern is shown to be a potential vulnerability of youth to online predators and pedophiles.
Privacy risks brought up b y the personal information dissemination ma y require special attention. Such dissemination
through project outsourcing was studied in [41]. In the survey, the authors show how specialist IT service providers may
play essential roles in transferring specific skills and confidential information to the wider industry context (via leakage).
In another study, a web-b ased Data Leakage Prevention (DLP)5 system has b een proposed which prevents leakages of
distributed confidential information [42].

Such leakage can be caused by people who gain the access to identical information shared for different purposes. The
system appl ies the c entralized access control ( e.g. leg al contr ol, bur eaucratic control and s ocial con trol including
reputation, concerns, profession al eth ics and trust) to the distributed confidential information and supports the
confidential we b pages with th e corresponding conten t ke y th at is a secr et ke y (for encr yption and stored in Access
Control Director y), d ynamically generated b y web applications (e.g . customer ca re web appl ication super-distrib ution
systems).
Many commercial s ystems are b eing offe red on the software market to preven t information leak ages. Among t hose,
NLP/ML -bas ed inform ation le akage pr evention s ystems work on higher levels of the netwo rks. They ar e noiseresistant, manage large amount of previously unseen information, and ar e able to process docum ents written in n atural
language. Thos e char acteristics designate such sy stems as strong candidates
for prevention of the leakag es of
confidential information over the Internet. We briefly introduce the systems through Cut Once, an extension to Mozilla
Thunderbird6, an open source which implemen ts methods for Email Leak Dete ction and Recip ient R ecommendation
[ECIR-2008,SDM-2007]. CutOnce, an NLP/ML s ystem, is built to predict and detect sensit ive inform ation leakages
into th e W eb. I n other words, the s ystem issu es som e al ert in order to pr event the leakages of de tected se nsitive
information into to the W eb from the source. CutOnce has to b e trained before it is able to make recipient predictions.
For instance aft er the train ing process it could is sue hazardous m essages based on the to list, an email or a m essage is
being sent. [43]. Unfortunately, no exact evaluation of the tool’s performance is publicly available.

5

The figure has been extracted from the source work.

6

http://www.mozillamessaging.com/en-US/thunderbird/
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4 Studies of Medical and Health Information on the Web

We obs erved t hat hum an jud gement and m anual an alysis a re m ainly us ed for dete ction of m edical and heal th
information br eaches and l eakages over the W eb. In [ 44], the authors analy zed medical blogs which contain s ome
identifiable information and are l ikely to be writt en by physicians or nurs es. The study motivation was to exam ine the
scope and content of medical blogs and estimate how often blo g authors commented about patients, violated p atient
privacy, or display ed a lack of p rofessionalism. Research ers applied the Google search term “me dical blog” to o btain
sampling identif ying sites which posted entries from 1/1/ 2006 to 12/14/2006. Five entr ies per blog were ma nually
reviewed, in ord er to categorize the ch aracteristics of their contents. Th e results are stunning . A mong 271 identified
medical blogs , over half (56.8 %) of blog authors provided sufficient inform ation in t ext or im age to reve al their
identities. Indiv idual p atients w ere d escribed in 114 (42. 1%) b logs. Pat ients w ere d escribed p ositively in 43 blogs
(15.9%) and negativ ely in 48 blogs (17.7 %). Among the blogs that descr ibed interactions with indivi dual patients, 45
(16.6%) includ ed sufficient inf ormation for patients to id entify the ir doctors or them selves. Three blogs showed
recognizable photographic images of patients. The Healthcare products were identified, either by images or descriptions,
in 31 (11.4%) b logs. The products were included prescription drugs, medical devices and nutritional supplements. The
author st ates th at a r ecent po ll showed tha t 2 9 perc ent of b loggers have be en appro ached by a pub lic re lations
professional to endorse a product, in which 52 percent accepted and had posted endorsements of the products on their
blogs. Th ey describe an example in whic h the anonymous blogg er “Flea” rev ealed de tails of a p atient’s de ath after a
malpractice case was carried out against him.
In [45], the author s say that some doctors extensiv ely write their blogs despite co mplaints about a lack of time to see
patients or keep up with the lates t innovations and researches. The authors believ e that such extensive informatio n may
cause som e pro blems for the bloggers ar e un wittingly revealing conf idential pati ent inform ation. “The blo gging
community has made an effort to set standards for medical b loggers, but unfor tunately, professional organizations and
medical edu cators haven’t come out with rules f or handling th e new medium,” ( ibid) Tara Lagu of th e Univ ersity o f
Pennsylvania tells: “Medical blo gs are a great opportunity to learn about the h ealth care system, but they need to know
some bloggers have unprofessional conduct, although that doesn’t represent the medical profession as a whole. The issue
is the risk of losing patient trust. We want to maintain that.”

5 Conclusions

We found that many studies analyze variety of sensitive Web information related to health. However, the surveyed work
shows a lack of verifiable information about PHI detection methods. Many statistical results were obtained based on the
manual analysis of the retrieved Web data. Without assessment of the retrieval accuracy, we cannot reliably generalize
prevalence of PHI on the Web.
High risk of pri vacy breaches causes an es pecial attention to m edical blogs which have b ecome an integral part of the
public face of h ealthcare and a new c onnection between health professionals and the public today. Thus, we su pport
proposal of professional organizations and medical educators to come up with rules for handling the new medium or risk
losing the patient trust.
We have shown that some health car e professionals inappropr iately share priv ately obtained information in p ublic
settings or reveal confidential patient health information. Some PHI leaks are self-disclosed, whereas others result from
the disclosure of confidential information leakage caused by people who gain the access to identical information shared
for differ ent pur poses such as reporting p ersonal experience, c linical in teractions, et c. ( e.g. child's dis ease symptoms
and par ent's email and name, wife' s medical procedur e and husband' s employment and name). Although many
information leakages are accidental disclosures, there are purposeful betrayals (e.g. by consultants who work for several
clients at the same time).
We regard centr alized ac cess co ntrols (e.g. l egal control, bureaucratic contro l an d social contro l including r eputation,
concerns, professional eth ics and trust) to be a good approach in preven tion of th e distr ibution of confidential
information. The listed controls can support the confidential web pages with the corresponding content keys.
We suggest that, for better understanding of PHI leakage problem, Text Data Mining and Information Retrieval tools are
well suited than other text analysis methods. NLP/ML -based information leakage prevention systems are rather no iseresistant, manage large amount of previously unseen information, and ar e able to process docum ents written in n atural
language. Thos e char acteristics designate such sy stems as strong candidates
for prevention of the leakag es of
confidential inf ormation over the Inte rnet. Among those s ystems there are so me applicable methods for national
comparisons and to derive name variants which could play an essential role for detecting any personal information leaks.
Furthermore, event extraction s ystems c an pot entially collect some data from text in orde r to answer some questions
like: “Who did what to whom, when, where and with what co nsequences?” which can be considered as a powerful tool
for PHI/PII detection systems.
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In our view, human judgement and manual analysis, if correctly implemented, can create a synergetic collaboration with
the automated methods. Both the research meth odologies are being used for risk assessment and detection o f medical
and health information breaches and leakages over the Web.

6 Future work

The presented survey has shown that th e volume of the PHI leaks on the Web has not been yet empirically determined.
Hence, the first and necessary step is to assess the extent of the issue by the means of Text Data Mining and Information
Retrieval methods which has been augmented and verified by human judgment. For PHI leakage detection on the Web,
we propose a method which uses the advanced learning and text analysis techniques. With the application of those tools,
the method finds and organizes the PHI documen ts into semantically related groups. Then, the extracted PHI semantics
will be combined with other document information and used to assess the PHI leakage on the Web.
We propose to apply con text cl ustering (i .e. M ulti-parameter Hierarchical Cl ustering [ 46]), entity recognitions (e.g .
Stanford NER and UIMA ) and relationship extraction [ 47,48] as well as some Machine Learning and Natural Language
Processing algo rithms like S VM clas sifier or Conditional Ran dom Fi elds stream modeller . Those techniqu es can
potentially be used in design and deployment of PII and PHI detection systems or in the leak prevention purpose.
Next, we aim to extract document attributes and patterns which are helpful for a faster and more precise exploration of
possible P HI leakages . At this s tage we ar e g oing to s earch f or s ites with a higher probab ility of P HI le akages or
breaches. For example, strong candidates for such sites are those which post “Frequently Asked Questions about Living
organs Donations”. We can mar k those sites as high-risk cases. Then we ar e going to manually extract some key words
and their pattern s through the high-risk cases. Those words and patterns will b e used on a data retriev al step in the
queries in order to boost the recall of PII/PHI detection on the web. We hypothesize that such an approach will help to
expand and diversify the list of identifiers of PHI leaks. As a result, we can use the newly obtained identifiers for better
detection of the more diverse PHI.
To generalize those identifiers according to th e concepts they represent, we want to apply a novel method which builds
multi-layer conceptual text representations. Traditional methods represent all the entries based on their consisting texts,
thus, representations are often is olated from th e goal. We pr opose that corpus entries will be onto logically represented
based on their context and the goal of the task (PHI detection). The method is called: Text Ontology Representations via
Fundamental to Specific Essence (TOR-FUSE).
The m ulti-layer model will al low data int erpretation in a m ore concep tual spa ce ra ther th an j ust contain ing separa te
words appearing in the text. On all the levels, the model considers the cognitive plausibility of interpretation as one of its
basis. It aims to embod y knowledge extraction by app lying an ontological hier archy of repr esentation. Th e hierarch y
helps in analy sis of a rather large corpus of text based on word order, diff erent configurations of word co-occur rence,
etc. [49,50]. The method finds the closeness between words and text passages and applies it to represent text in a more
informative way. Hence, TOR-FUSE will be able to extract some latent conceptual bases specifically applicable for the
PHI detection task. On th e next step, the data representation will be used for training a tailo red ensemble of le arners in
order to extract new patterns for PHI detection.
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Abstract. This paper discusses an important issue in computational linguistics:
classifying sets of medical documents into formal or informal style. This might
be important for patient safety. Formal documents are more likely to have been
published by medical authorities; therefore, the patients could trust them more
than they can trust informal documents. We used machine learning techniques
in order to automatically classify documents into formal and informal style.
First, we studied the main characteristics of each style in order to train a system
that can distinguish between them. Then, we built our data set by collecting
documents for both styles, from different sources. After that, we performed preprocessing tasks on the collected documents to extract features that represent
the main characteristics of both styles. Finally, we test several classification
algorithms, namely Decision Trees, Naïve Bayes, and Support Vector
Machines, to choose the classifier that leads to the best classification results.

Keywords: Automatic Text Classification, Medical Documents, Formal Style,
Informal Style.

1 Introduction
The need for identifying and interpreting possible differences in linguistic style of
medical documents, such as between formal and informal styles, has increased
nowadays as more and more people are using the Internet as a main resource for their
researches. There are different factors that affect formality, such as words and
expressions, as well as syntactical features. Vocabulary choice is perhaps the biggest
style marker. Generally speaking, longer words and Latin origin verbs are formal,
while phrasal verbs and idioms are informal. There are also many formal/informal
style equivalents that can be used in writing.
Formal style is used in most writing and business situations and in speaking with
people with which we do not have close relationships. Some characteristics of this
style are using long words and passive voice. While Informal style is used in casual
conversation, for example, that often happens at home between family members. It is
used in writing only when there is a personal or closed relationship, like between
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friends and family. Some characteristics of this style are using word contractions like
“won’t”, abbreviations like “phone”, and short words.
In this paper we show how to build a model that will help to automatically classifying
any medical document into formal or informal style. So, we tested several
classification algorithms, namely Decision Trees, Naïve Bayes, and Support Vector
Machines in order to choose the classifier that leads to the best classification results.
Automatic classification of medical documents into formal and informal might be
important for patient safety, since informal documents are unlikely to be published by
medical authorities; therefore, people should not trust informal documents found in
Internet.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section two, we review some existing
methods for text classification by style and by genre. Section three addresses the main
differences between both styles. In Section four, we discuss how we collect our data
set that will be used to train our model. Section five presents our approach for
extracting the features to build our model. In Sections six, we describe the
classification algorithms that we used to train our model. Section 7 addresses the
result and the evaluation methods for our model. In Sections 8 we discuss the results
that we obtained. Finally, Section 9 concludes the paper and discuses the future work.

2 Related Work
There is little research on automatic text classification according to formal and
informal style. For instance, Heylighen and Dewaele (1999) proposed a method to
determine the degree of formality for any text using a special formula. This formula is
the F-score measurement which is based on the frequencies of different word classes
(noun, verbs, adverbs, etc.) in the corpus. The texts with high F-score are considered
formal, while the ones with low F-score are considered informal. In our work, we
want to build a model based on main characteristics of the two styles, rather than
based on the frequency of word classes.
Moreover, Dempsey, McCarthy & McNamara (2007) propose that phrasal verbs can
be used as a text genre identifier. Their results indicate that phrasal verbs significantly
distinguish between both the spoken/written and the formal/informal dimensions.
Their experiments are performed on the frequency of occurrence of phrasal verbs in
spoken versus written text and in formal versus informal texts.
In addition, there is some work on automatic text classification by genre. Of course,
there is a lot of research on classifying texts by their topic, but this does not apply in
our case, since the texts can have different styles and be about the same topic.
Similarly the texts can be about different topics and have the same style.
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3 Learning Formal and Informal Style
In this section, we explain the main characteristics for formal versus informal style.
We also show a sample of ready-made list of words for both styles, which we
collected from different sources; this will help to understand the difference between
the two styles.
3.1 Characteristics of Formal versus Informal Style
We studied and summarized the main characteristics of formal style versus informal
style from Dumaine and Healey (2003), Obrecht and Ferris (2005), and Akmajian et
al (2001) to:
 Be able to distinguish between both styles.
 Identify each style from texts.
 Build the features based on those characteristics.
 Predict a class for new text documents.
Here we explain the characteristics of each style and provide examples:
Main Characteristics of Informal Style Text
1. It uses a personal style, using the first and second person (I, you) and the active
voice (e.g., I have noticed that...).
2. It uses short simple words and sentences.
3. It uses Contractions (e.g., won’t) and abbreviations (e.g., TV).
4. It uses phrasal verbs (Anglo Saxon words) within the text (e.g., find out).
5. The words that express rapport and familiarity are often used in speech, such as
brother, buddy, and man.
6. It is more used in everyday speech than in writing.
7. It uses a subjective style, expressing opinions and feelings (e.g., pretty, I feel).
8. It uses vague expressions, it uses personal vocabulary and colloquial (slang
words are accepted in spoken not in written text (e.g., wanna = want to)).

Main Characteristics of Formal Style
1. It uses an impersonal style, using the third person (it, he, and she) and often the
passive voice (e.g., It has been noticed that….).
2. It uses complex words and sentences to express complex points.
3. It does not use contractions or abbreviations.
4. It uses appropriate and clear expressions, precise education, business, and
technical vocabulary (Latin origin).
5. It uses polite words and formulas like (e.g., Please, Thank you, Madam, Sir)
6. It is more commonly used in writing than in speech.
7. It uses an objective style, using facts and references to support an argument.
8. It does not use vague expressions and slang words.
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3.2 Formal versus Informal list of words
We collected informal/formal words, phrases, and expressions from different sources
manually, also we extracted automatically more words from annotated text
documents; such lists were very useful as two of the features in our model. In Table 1,
we show an example of this list.
Table1. An example of formal versus informal list of words
Informal
Formal
about

approximately

and

in addition

anybody

anyone

ask for

request

boss

employer

but

however

buy

purchase

end

finish

enough

sufficient

get
go up

obtain
increase

have to

must

4 Data Set
The size of the data set that we collected is 1980 documents: 990 characterize
informal text and 990 characterize formal text.
Informal Texts
We chose 990 texts that characterize the informal style (Yu-shan & Yun-Hsuan 2005)
from Medical newsgroups collection, this corpus called 20 Newsgroups1 contains 20
topics, and each topic has 1000 texts. These texts characterize informal style. We use
one of these topics which are medical texts. We excluded 10 documents which have
less than two words.
Formal Texts
We chose randomly 990 texts that characterize the formal style from medical
abstracts collection. This collection contains 23 cardiovascular diseases categories
(Joachims, 1997).
1

http://kdd.ics.uci.edu/databases/20newsgroups/20newsgroups.html
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5 Features
We built features that characterize formal and informal texts, based on the above
analysis in section 3. We hypostasized that these features might be a good indicator to
differentiate between both styles. We applied several statistical methods in order to
extract the values of these features for each text in our dataset. Some of the features
required us to parse each text. We parsed all the documents with the Connexor
parser2, which helps to produce high-quality results for our model.
The features that we extracted are as follows:
1. Formal words list: This feature is based on the formal list that we had mentioned
in section 3.2. The value of this feature is based on its frequency in each text
normalized by the length of the text for each document.
2. Informal words list: This feature is based on the informal list. The value of this
feature is based on its frequency in each text normalized by the length of the text
for each document.
3. Formal pronouns: This feature characterizes formal texts. In the parse trees
returned by the Connexor parser, we counted the frequency of impersonal
pronouns, and we normalized by the length of the text for each document.
4. Informal pronouns: This feature characterizes informal texts. In the parse trees
returned by the Connexor parser, we counted how many times the text has
personal pronouns normalized by the length of the text for each document.
5. Contractions: This feature characterizes informal texts. We counted the
contractions words normalized by the length of the text for each document.
6. Abbreviations: This feature characterizes informal texts. We counted the
abbreviations normalized by the length of the text for each document.
7. Passive voice: This feature characterizes formal texts. In the parse trees returned
by the Connexor parser, we counted how many times the text has a passive voice
normalized by the length of the text for each document.
8. Active voice: This feature characterizes informal texts. In the parse trees returned
by the Connexor parser, we counted how many times the text has an active voice
normalized by the length of the text for each document.
9. Phrasal verbs: This feature characterizes informal texts. In the parse trees
returned by the Connexor parser, we counted how many times the text has
phrasal verbs normalized by the length of the text for each document.
10. Word length’s average: This feature characterizes formal texts, if the value is
large (complex words), and it characterizes informal texts if the value is small
(simple words). We calculated the average for the words for each document.
11. Type Tokens Ratio (TTR): This feature refers to how many distinct words are
in a text comparing to the total number of words in the text.
We used a parser to obtain some of the features. For most of them, a part-of-speech
tagger would have been enough, but for some features the extra information provided
by the parser was needed, for example for active/passive voice and for phrasal verb.
2

http://www.connexor.com
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6 Classification Algorithms
We used WEKA3 (Witten & Frank 2005), a collection of machine learning algorithms
for data mining tasks. The algorithms can either be applied directly to a certain dataset
or called from Java code. WEKA contains tools for data pre-processing,
classification, regression, clustering, association rules, and visualization. It is also
well-suited for developing new machine learning schemes.
We chose three machine learning algorithms (Witten & Frank 2005): Decision Trees
because it allows human interpretation of what is learnt, Naïve Bayes because it is
known to work well with text, and Support Vector Machines (SVM) because it is
known to achieve high performance. Table 2 shows the classification result for the
three classifiers, by 10-fold cross-validation on our data set.

7 Results and Evaluation
As we mentioned in section 6, we trained three classifiers: Decision Tree, Naïve
Bayes, and SVM. . The Experiments were run using a 10-fold cross validation test.
Results are shown in Table 2 for all three classifiers. The standard evaluation metric
of F-Measure, the weighted harmonic mean of precision and recall was calculated.
The Results show that SVM was the best classifier for our model that has achieved
best performance. In Table 3, we show the detailed F-measure per class of SVM
algorithm. Finally, we examined all the features by performing attribute selection
using InfoGain attribute selection (InfoGainAttributeEval) from Weka. We tried to
remove the weakest features but we discovered that this decreased the accuracy for
the three algorithms. So, we decided to keep all the features in our model, as all
features are important to achieve good performance. Table 4, shows each attribute
with its weight according to the InfoGain attribute selection, ranked in descending
order from the strongest features to the weakest features. The most useful feature was
the average word length.

Table2. Classification results of SVM, Decision Trees, and Naïve Bayes classifiers.
Machine Learning Algorithm

F-measure (Weighted Avg.)

0.977
0.972
0.965

Support Victor Machine (SMO)
Decision Trees (J48)
Naïve Bayes (NB)

3

http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/
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Table3. Detailed accuracy for both classes of SVM
Class
Informal
Formal
Weighted Avg.

Precision
0.991
0.964
0.977

Recall
0.963
0.991
0.977

F-Measure
0.976
0.977
0.9

Table4. Our model’s features with their InfoGain scores

8

Attributes
Word length’s average

Weight
0.745

Active voice
Informal pronouns
Contractions
Passive voice
Informal list
Type Tokens Ratio (TTR)
Formal pronouns
Formal list
Phrasal verbs
Abbreviations

0.5719
0.5636
0.4571
0.2192
0.1913
0.1598
0.0913
0.0815
0.0748
0.0168

Discussion

Our experiments show that it is possible to classify any Medical text according to
formal and informal style. We achieved reliable accuracies for all three classifiers,
especially on SVM. This indicates that we selected high quality features to include in
our model. This model can generate good results whether it is applied on a single
topic or on different topics.

9 Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper we have discussed one approach to classify medical documents
according to formal and informal style. In doing so we presented the main
characteristics of both styles. From these characteristics we derived the features of our
model. The learning process was successful and the classifiers were able to predict the
classes of new texts with high accuracy.
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Our immediate future work will be on extracting more formal and informal lists
which should increase the accuracy of the classifiers. We will also experiment with
adding more features such as sentence length feature in order to obtain a classifier
with close to 100% accuracy.
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Abstract. Data leakage protection systems (DLPs) have emerged as
powerful tools to detect and secure sensitive information. In health care
sensitive data is present in various formats. This variation ranges from
structured data like in databases to unstructured data like in e-mails, edocuments and forum posts.The privacy risk associated with such diverse
health information formats varies accordingly. Quantifying and classifying privacy risk associated with the various forms of data would enable
privacy mangers to better secure the confidentiality of the data.This paper presents a risk analysis framework to be integrated with DLPs. We
use a Bayesian network model to aid DLPs in quantifying the associated
risk with attributes in unstructured data sets. This in turn, enables categorizing the different health data forms according to a risk level. We
also propose an architecture that integrates the risk anlysis method with
DLPs.
Keywords: Privacy - Re-Idenfication risk - DLP - HIPAA - PHI

1

Introduction

The surge in demand for sharing and processing health information, made the
task of protecting patient privacy extremely immense. At the core of protecting
patient privacy lies our ability in securing the confidentiality of patient health information. Protected health information (PHI) or ePHI (i.e. if in electronic form),
under the US Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), is
any information about health status, provision of health care, or payment for
health care that can be linked to a specific individual. Usually PHI refers to explicit patient identifiers like name, address, birth date, medical record numbers
etc. In this paper we will use PHI and ePHI to refer to explicit identifiers as
stated by HIPAA.
ePHI is often stored on multiple devices and shared in diverse formats. Data
leakage protection systems (DLPs) have been deployed to locate ePHI in formats
other than the medical records like e-documents, nurse notes, emails, forum posts
and end point devices, which we will refer to as unstructured health information
(UHI). However many such commercial DLPs [1] [7] [11]. focus on de-identifying
data by detecting and masking/encrypting explicit health identifiers (i.e ePHI),
but fail to account for the potential privacy leakage risk, associated with other
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attributes in UHI. These attributes are commonly called quasi–identifiers (QIs)
and may include attributes such as gender, ethnicity, and profession. An adversary can match the QIs in UHI against auxiliary sources such as public databases,
public registries, and social networks to potentially re-identify the individual to
whom the UHI pertains to. Moreover it may beneficial for privacy advisors to
manage UHI, detected by a DLPs, if such UHI is labeled with quantifiable risk
values.The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has published
a draft guide for protecting personally identifiable information (PII) based on
the level of sensitivity [6]. The guide suggests that not all PII is to be treated
the same, which in turn, suggests that data should be classified and tagged with
quantifiable risk values. DLPs should incorporate risk measures in their classification of QIs and ePHI, as best practices or to comply with such guidelines if
they become standard.
In this paper we describe a method to quantify the risk of QIs that would
typically be used in a healthcare related emails or forum posts. We also propose
an architecture to integrate this method within the DLP. The results of this
approach will assist DLPs to detect high risk QIs or ePHI and categorize documents into appropriate risk values accordingly. Furthermore quantifying the risk
of QIs will aid in designing privacy-training tools that would enable employees
to write better e-mails or posts, by being aware of risky QI they need to avoid.

2

Related Work

In this section we describe the methods of de-identification, re-identficaiton and
examine previous work done on risk analysis for re-identification.
2.1

Identification

Under HIPAA privacy rule there are two methods for de-identification
(1) A statistician, with appropriate expertise in applying generally accepted statistical and scientific principles and methods for making information not individually identifiable, determines that the risk is very small that the information could be used either by itself, or in combination with other available
information by anticipated recipients to identify an Individual.
(2) Removal of specified list of eighteen categories of possible identifiers as they
pertain to the Individual or to his/her relatives, employers or household
members. This method is commonly known as the ”Safe Harbor” rule.
A considerable amount of research has been done in the automatic de-identification
of ePHI by applying the ”Safe Harbor” rule. Most of these initiatives such as [12]
[10][9][13] utilized named entity recognition (NER) techniques (i.e. also known
as entity identification and entity extraction) to de-identify ePHI in UHI data
sets. Current DLPs deployed in healthcare environments rely on such technology for ePHI detection.In this work we do not discuss any techniques to detect
QIs but we make the assumption that automatic detection of QIs is possible by
extension on the work done on ePHI in that regard.
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2.2

Re-identification

Re-identification is the process where seemingly none identifying information
is mapped to explicit identifying information. The mapping can be achieved
by multiple techniques such as inference and record linkage [8]. Record linkage is a set of techniques used to match QIs in de-identified data sets with
auxiliary sources to obtain indentifying information. There are commonly three
re-identification attacks found in literature [4] namely:
1- Prosecutor: An adversary attempts to re-identify a specific person in a deidentified data set.
2- Journalist: An adversary knows that all the individuals represented in the
de-identified dataset exist in a larger public database.
3- Marketer: An adversary attempts to re-identify as many individuals as possible in the de-identified dataset.
In this work we are concerned with an attack that re-identifies as many individuals as possible in UHI datasets (i.e. marketer attack). As previously mentioned
UHI can be an email a forum post or an e-document. We make the assumption
that each UHI dataset pertains to a single individual in contrast to the micro
data model [14] where multiple individuals are represented in the same dataset.
2.3

Re-identification risk analysis

Benitez et al [2] provides an approach for estimating the likelihood that deidentified information can be re-identified in the context of data sharing policies
associated with the HIPAA privacy rule. In their work a risk metric was proposed
to evaluate the expected number of re-identifications of the released data set. The
work shows de-identified data under the safe harbor rule tested with the following
QIs (Year of Birth, Gender, Race) over voters lists. The re-identification risks
measured ranged from from 0-1% over 50 states. The test was repeated with the
addition of (County and date of birth) and the risk estimates ranged from 10-60%
over 50 states. The study reveals that different organizations can be vulnerable to
re-identification. Our approach aims at addressing this shortcoming by proposing
that DLPs perform risk analysis to quantify the risk associated with de-identified
UHI.
El Emam et al [5] evaluated the re-identification risks due to record linkage by
following common de-identification heuristics. The study used two identification
data sets namely the list of all physicians and the list of all lawyers registered
in Ontario. The data set, the sample size, and the QI combinations were varied
and evaluated. The QIs of (region, gender, and year of birth) were found to be
low risk more than 50% of the time across both data sets. The combination of
gender and region was also found to be low risk more than 50% of the time. This
study used Data Intrusion Simulation (DIS) sampling technique [3]. The idea
here is to simulate a sample of the identification data set and the released data
set. This relieves the need to construct an identification database to estimate the
probability of exposure. The risk estimate used was based on the probability of
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finding a unique match of a record in the identification database with a record
in the released data set.
Both studies have considered a marketer attack and are based on the probability of re-identification of released micro data sets. In our approach we also
consider the scenario of a marketers attack but there is no released dataset
known in priori, instead the DLPs will detect varying combinations of QIs in
UHI datasets as they are being created. This will require continuous risk assessment of UHI data sets. We adopt a Bayesian network model to estimate the risk
associated with the different combination of QIs as they are detected by DLPs.
The advantage of this risk estimate, is that it allows us to model more auxiliary
data sources with variable reliability. This is useful in cases where some QIs are
not found in more comprehensive databases like voters lists. The other advantage is the intended record in each UHI is matched against an axillary source
and not a record from a sub sample, this should give a more accurate probability
measure.

3

Method

We use a Bayesian network model to estimate the risk of re-identification and
illustrate the concept by giving two motivating examples.
3.1

The “e-mail” example

Imagine a scenario were a nurse in a health institution sends an unencrypted
email containing patient ePHI to some recipient. Assume a DLPs was successful
in detecting and removing ePHI from the email. The recipient of the email may
wish to act as an adversary and re-identify the individual from the QI in the
context of the email. The email alias of the sender also acts as an additional QI
that enables the recipient to infer additional information. To alleviate this threat
a DLPs, would have to be connected to a “white list” of allowed recipients, such
that an email is sent only if its associated risk is below the threshold and the
recipient email falls within the “white list”.
3.2

The “Forum post” example

In this example we consider a re-identification attack using a forum post entry
that passed through a DLPs successfully. Typically a health forum post will
include a user alias among other QIs to facilitate correspondence among forum
members. An example of a re-identification scenario that involves a forum post
is depicted in figure 1.
In this example an adversary queries the QIs of (Age,Gender,State) against
a voter’s list in the same state.The result is a 1/3 chance of a match. Since Alias
is QI that obviously does not exist in such a database it was combined with
the three other possible matches from the voter’s list. This created a sort of
new target record for re-identification. The target record was matched against a
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Fig. 1. Record linkage using forum posts

social database which was unique on the Alias QI and gave one possible match.
The probability may seem to be a 100% match but that is not the case. The
reason being is that the social network has two variables affecting its reliability.
The total percentage of the population in the state of VA present in the database
and the confidence level in the integrity of data. The assumption being made
here also is that the Voter’s list represents the total population. Nevertheless
using an additional auxiliary source like a social network in this example does
improve the probability of finding a match. It is worth noting that certain QIs in
auxiliary data sets could be used to infer non-existing QIs in that same data set.
For example if one is able to retrieve a data set from a social network containing
a name and age, then one could infer gender from the name. Thus one can
produce additional QIs using inference.
3.3

Risk estimation using a single auxiliary source

To quantify this risk in a UHI data set, we calculate the probability of reidentifying an individual from the set of QIs present in the UHI. In this calculation we assume that an attacker attempts re-identification by accessing one
data source. Generally the probability of re-identification using a given auxiliary
dataset and a set of QIs is given by the following:
Risk = Paux (Re-Identification|q1 ...qn ) .
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(1)

Fig. 2. Model of linkage

The Paux in formula 1 cannot be calculated directly. Rather the risk is composed of two components which we will call R1 and R2 . R1 is the probability
of identifying the subject in the UHI given a set of QIs and the fact that the
subject exists is in the aux data source. R2 is the probability that the subject
exists in the auxiliary data source. So we define risk as Risk = R1 ∗ R2 .

R1 = P (Re-Identification|q1 ...qn , Subject exists in aux) =

1
.
b
E

(2)

b represents the equivalence class, which is the set of QI
In equation (2), E
values in the UHI and auxiliary data source that match. Bad entries in the
auxiliary data source, the UHI containing inaccurate QIs, or there really is no
chance the subject is in the dataset in which case the R2 is zero.

R2 = P (Subject in aux|q1 ...qn ) .
R2 =

P (q1 ...q2 |Subject in aux) ∗ P (Subject in aux)
P (q1 ...qn )

(3)

Here R2 is the probability that the Subject is in the auxiliary dataset given a
set of QIs extracted from UHI data set. Using Bayes’ theorem we can calculate
this using the probability of finding QIs given a match in the auxiliary data
source multiplied by the probability of finding a subject in the same auxiliary
data source.
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3.4

Risk estimation in multiple auxiliary sources using probabilistic
modeling

We appeal to bayesian networks as a way of modeling and identifying the risk
in a multi-aux environment. The idea is to explicitly identify the dependencies
between the different components of the risk factor. So in a two aux environment
we discussed previously in figure 1, we need to capture the risk of re-identification
in the voter’s list as well as in the social network. We then capture the risk of
combining the two together. Doing this we end up with a graphical model in
figure 2. This model can answer many questions, but the one that is pertinent to
the DLP is the query P (Total Re-Identification|QIs). Back to our example, this
would give the risk of re-identification using both the voter list and the social
network data given a set of QIs extracted from an email or forum post.
For each component of the network we build a Conditional Probability Table
(CPT). For each node, we are only concerned about the state of the parent
node, because the model states that the parent node is the only influence on
the probability of the current node. So the constructed CPT will express the
probabilities of derived child node from the parent nodes conditions.
In general using this network we can describe the full joint distribution as

P (x1 , ..., xn ) =

n
Y

P (xi |parents(Xi ))

(4)

1

We can also compute the marginals as
X

P (x1 , ..., xm ) =

P (x1 , ..., xn )

(5)

xm+1 ,...,xn

And given some evidence such as QIs from a forum post
X

P (x1 , ..., xm |evidence) =

P (x1 , ..., xn |evidence)

(6)

xm+1 ,...,xn

From equation 4, 5, and 6 we can easily calculate P (Total Re-Identification|QIs).
We then can use the equations 2 and 3 for calculating the existence and reidentification nodes.

4

Architecture

We propose an architecture model to integrate risk analysis in a DLP as depicted
in figure 3. The model makes use of our proposed risk analysis method. The
architecture is compromised of four modules namely the parser, classifier, risk
analysis engine and the decision control unit. The parser parses the unstructured
document and sends it to the classifier. The classifier detects any QIs present
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within context. The extracted QIs are sent to both the risk analysis engine and
the decision control unit. If the online mode is active, the risk analysis engine
will dynamically check for the risk associated with the QIs values being supplied.
The risk values will be relayed to the decision control unit for a decision. If the
batch mode is used, then the values will be ignored and the decision control unit
will base a risk analysis decision on the programmed heuristics.

Fig. 3. Proposed architecture of classifying e-documents with risk in a DLP

5

Conclusion

We have described an analysis method to quantify risk with releasing the QIs in
an e-document. We also proposed an architecture to integrate this method into
a DLP. Future work would test this method with sample data taken from the
referenced forum posts.
Risk of re-identification of unstructured data like in emails depends heavily
on context. Assuming DLPs are able to detect explicit identifiers within the
context of a document accurately, it still has to determine if QIs present could
contribute a significant risk of re-identification.
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